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Registering the Open Borrower 

 

A Riverdale patron walks into your PALS Plus library to get a card. What would you do? 

1. Ask to see the user’s library card from his/her home library. If they have a card, there should be 

an Open Borrowing sticker on it. If they do not have a card from their home library, they must 

get one before being registered. 

2. Verify with their home library that they are in good standing. You can do this in one of two ways: 

a. Call the user’s home library, or 

b. Ask the user to login to his/her online library account 

3. If the user is in good standing, register her/him. The patron must fill out an application and be 

entered into our database by scanning their Lodi card. Information should be entered as follows. 

Information in bold is required: 

 

1. Library: Your PALS Plus library 

2. Profile Name: RB-A or RB-J 

3. Privilege expires: 1 year from the date of registration 

4. User Cat 1: M-RIVERDL [or appropriate code] 

5. User Cat 2: DO NOT CODE 

6. User Cat 3: Level of internet access 

7. User Cat 4: Male or female [opt.] 

8. Address 1: Home address and info 

4. Once they are registered, they are eligible to use all PALS Plus libraries except PCCC and WPU 

(the Open Borrowing program is for public libraries only). Patrons must be informed that their 

PALS Plus items should be returned to a PALS Plus library in order to be removed from their 

record. Failure to do so can result in late charges, as items cannot be discharged elsewhere. 

5. It is good practice to always check the database to make sure the patron doesn't have a card in 

the system. People sometimes forget that they previously registered for a card. If they are in the 

system, the previous card should be modified and the record updated. 


